T-BAR DIFFUSERS
PERFORATED RETURN CEILING DIFFUSER NON-REMOVABLE FACE
MODELS: PR1NRF, PR2NRF

MODEL:

PRNRF

Grid Size - 1/4"

Listed Neck
Size - 1/4"

1/8"

Grid Size - 1/4"

Grid Size

□ PR1NRF
Perforated return ceiling diffuser, grid size 24x24, round neck

□ PR2NRF
Perforated return ceiling diffuser, grid size 24x24, square neck

OPTIONS:

1. Finish
   □ ANOD Clear Anodized
   □ WHITE
   □ MB Medium Bronze
   □ B Black
   □ Custom ______________

2. Other
   □ BFD Butterfly damper

DESCRIPTION:

1. The models PR-1-NRF & PR-2-NRF are identical to the PR-1 & PR-2 with the exception that the face cannot be removed. A perfect air seal is achieved by crimping the face and back to the one-piece joining frame.